ACROSS

1. Pop group with a backward letter in its logo
5. Go off script
10. Westernmost body of land east of the International Date Line
14. Fiona voicer in the "Shrek" franchise
15. "The Miser and His Gold," e.g.
16. Bird on Canada's dollar coin
17. Normandy's Saint-Michel
18. Lagoon encloser
19. Admissions interviewer, often
20. "O Brother, Where Art Thou?" setting
23. Tree valued for its long-burning firewood
25. Sidestepped
26. Text-scanning tech
27. 1974 pension-guarding law, briefly
32. Undermine
33. Skeptic's mantra, maybe
36. Doublet and ___ (Elizabethan costume)
37. 2007 Alicia Keys album
38. Hamlet's "To be," e.g.
42. Period of space-shuttle radio silence
45. Collage application
48. Coeur d'___, Idaho
49. Sch. with an annual Mystery Hunt
50. Area of interest
52. Hike
54. Time since Christ, datewise
59. Present opener?
60. Denmark's Islands
61. Short and sweet, e.g.: Abbr.
64. Pest
65. "___ my doubts"
66. Throw out water
67. 36 Across mishap
68. Swiss name in graph theory
69. Ainer of the "Sharknado" series of TV movies

DOWN

1. Gen.'s seagoing counterpart
2. Bit in a playbill
3. Puss in Boots voicer in the "Shrek" franchise
4. San Diego State athlete
5. Way off
6. Outcome of many a Tinder connection
7. Certain Wall St. maneuvers
8. Contents of Pandora's box
9. Suggest otherwise about
10. "Argo" Oscar nominee
11. City on Lake Erie
12. Went sightseeing
13. Still rumpled, as a bed
21. "That was a close shave!"
22. "Your turn," to a walkie-talkie user
23. "___ Sides Now" (Joni Mitchell classic)
24. Return from a climb in the Alps?
28. Sound of the surf
29. Commercial prefix with -matic or -gram
30. Big name in power tools
31. Cognizant
34. About to collapse, perhaps
35. Harbinger
39. When both hands point up
40. Tests for pros on the DL, perhaps
41. Unit of memory
43. Streamlined, informally
44. Gateway Arch designer Saarinen
45. Morale-weakening activities, in military shorthand
46. Evolutionary intermediate
47. Twain on the radio
51. ___ Trinket ("The Hunger Games" chaperone)
53. Desert steeds
55. Pearl Harbor locale
56. River to the Caspian
57. Ramble
58. Wolfish expression
62. Smucker's brand
63. Conniving
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